SUMMARY: VETERAN AFGHANISTAN TRAVELER'S ANALYSIS OF AL QAEDA AND TALIBAN EXPLOITABLE WEAKNESSES

EVENTUALLY THE TALIBAN AND AL QAEDA WILL WAR WITH EACH OTHER. THE WEAKNESS OF BOTH IS IN THE MINDS OF THE INDIVIDUALS THAT BELONG TO THE GROUPS AND IN THE POWER THAT IS GIVEN TO THEM BY THEIR NAMES. AL QAEDA HAVE NOT INTEGRATED WITH AFGHANIS OR THE TALIBAN, LEAVING THEM SUSCEPTIBLE TO EXPLOITATION.

1. TEXT

2. BACKGROUND. ANY ALLIED FORCE, SMALL OR LARGE, WILL HAVE TO LEARN TO THINK OUTSIDE THE ENVELOPE IN DEALING WITH
THE SITUATION IN AFGHANISTAN. IN ANY JOINT STRATEGY THERE IS A NEED FOR THOSE WHO, BY VIRTUE OF PAST EXPERIENCE, MIGHT OFFER ALTERNATE INTERPRETATIONS, PERSPECTIVES AND INSIGHTS NOT BASED ON REMOTE STUDY OR SPECULATIVE ASSUMPTIONS. IT IS IMPERATIVE TO DEVISE THIS INFORMATION FROM HUMAN RESOURCES, (WHERE THE WESTERN NATIONS ARE NEAREST) WHO NOT ONLY KNOW WHERE KABUL, KANDAHAR, KHOT AND KHAGA WAGA MIGHT BE ON A MAP BUT ALSO KNOW WHAT THEY SMELL LIKE WHEN YOU GET THERE. THE GRAVEST APPREHENSION AT THIS POINT IS THE LACK OF CLEAR DISTINCTION, OR UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN AFGHANS, UNITED FRONT (SYNONYMOUS TO THE NORTHERN ALLIANCE), TALIBAN, AND Osama bin LADIN'S AL QAEDA.

A. SEARCH FOR THE ENEMY. TO PLACE THE INFORMATION INTO CONTEXT, THE REMARKS ARE BASED ON THE PRINCIPLE THAT THE ISSUE IS ABOUT A WAR RATHER THAN A SINGLE OR MULTIPLE STRIKE RESOLUTION. IF THIS IS SO AND THE PRESENT FOCUS IS ON RECOGNIZING THE ENEMY AND SEARCHING FOR THE ENEMY'S CENTER OF GRAVITY, THE MOST SERIOUS DANGER LIES IN USING WESTERN POINTS OF REFERENCE AND NOT THE ENEMIES'. IF THE WEST RELIES ON USING ITS POINTS OF REFERENCE, THEN THE BALANCE OF RESOURCES WILL BE GIVEN OVER TO SEARCHING FOR WHAT WESTERNERS MOST EASILY RECOGNIZE. IN THIS THE OBVIOUS CHOICE IS NATION STATE INVOLVEMENT. IT OFFERS WESTERNERS FIXED TARGETS THAT CAN BE EASILY ENGAGED IN THE MANNER WE ARE BEST SUITED FOR AND MOST COMFORTABLE WITH.

B. WHILE NATION STATES MAY HAVE SOME INVOLVEMENT, AND THEIR FINGER PRINTS APPEAR TO BE IN EVIDENCE, THEY ARE NOT, IN THIS instance, THE PRIME ENEMY. THIS WAR HAS BEEN A LONG TIME IN INCUBATION AND NOW HATCHED IS NOT THE WAR BETWEEN NATION STATES WE ARE FAMILIAR WITH. IT IS A WAR FOUGHT ON TWO FRONTS: ONE AGAINST MATERIAL ASSETS AND THE OTHER IN THE MINDS OF MEN. WHILE THE REDUCTION OF MATERIAL ASSETS AND RESOURCES MUST PLAY A PART IN THE WAR CONCENTRATING ON THEM ALONE CANNOT DELIVER LONG TERM SECURITY. IF THE CONCENTRATION OF EFFORT IS UPON THE MATERIAL FRONT IT MISSES A VITAL POINT. IT IS THE MOST VISIBLE, NOT THE MOST IMPORTANT. IT MEANS THE ENEMY WILL HAVE SUCCESSFULLY DRAWN WESTERN PLANNING AND POLICY AWAY FROM WHERE IT SHOULD BE STRONGEST.

C. THE MINDS OF MEN FRONT. ULTIMATELY THIS IS THE LARGEST FRONT, THE HARDEST TO FIGHT, AND THE HARDEST TO WIN. IT IS HERE THE FIRST ONE TO ENGAGE. THE TARGET RESIDES IN THE SECRET POWER OF NAMES. IF WESTERNERS CAN ENGAGE (KILL) IT, THEN THEY HAVE SCORED THE FIRST VICTORY. ENGAGING THE POWER OF NAMES REQUIRES NOTHING BUT AN IDEA TO ACHIEVE IT. HOWEVER, WORSE THAN UNDERESTIMATING THE SIGNIFICANCE, WESTERNERS OFTEN TAKE NO NOTICE IT. YET, A NAME HAS POWER AND INFLUENCE OVER THE FOOT SOLDIERS OF BOTH SIDES. IN THE POWER OF NAMES CAN ADD STRENGTH IT CAN ALSO TAKE STRENGTH AWAY. TAKING AWAY THAT STRENGTH FROM THE ENEMY IS A POSITIVE STEP TOWARDS A VICTORY, AND AN EXPLOITABLE WEAKNESS IN THE MINDS OF AL QAEDA MEMBERS.

A. TAKING POWER OF NAMES FROM AL QAEDA, IN THE MINDS OF THE AL QAEDA, THEY HAD STOLEN THE POWER BESTOWED ON THE UNITED STATES, THEIR PRIMARY ENEMY, BY REPLACING IT WITH A NAME OF THEIR CHOICE, THE GREAT SATAN. BUT THE CHOICE IS A CONSIDERED ONE. IT DOES NOT REDUCE THE FOC TO A PAPER TIGER OF NO CONSEQUENCE. IT RECOGNIZES THE ENEMY IS STILL POTENT AND THEREFORE DANGEROUS,
AFFECTING HOW THEY BEHAVE AROUND IT. EXPLOITING THE PSYCHOLOGICAL ADVANTAGE OF THE CONNOTATION OF GREEN BERET, SCREAMING EAGLE, RED WEARN THE PSYCHOLOGICAL ADVANTAGE. THERE ARE DANGERS IN HUMOROUS CHOICES.

B. NAMING THE ENEMY. IN SELECTING A NAME FOR THE ENEMY, IT IS ADVISABLE TO CONSIDER WHETHER THEIR NATURE AND HABITS ARE THOSE OF A COLLECTIVE FORCE RATHER THAN THOSE OF AN INDIVIDUAL. THE WESTERN PUBLIC WILL NOT CARE WHAT THE TITLE OF THE ENEMY IS. WHY PROMOTE AL QAEDA'S PREFERRED CHOICE?

C. MEASURES TO BE TAKEN. SEEK AN ALTERNATIVE NAME FOR THE ENEMY AND TAKE AWAY AL QAEDA'S CHOICE OF NAMES. GREAT CARE SHOULD BE TAKEN IN SEEKING AN ALTERNATIVE AND AVOID ANY NEGATIVE ISLAMIC STEREOTYPING. WHATEVER THE WIDER TITLE, IT IS PREFERABLE TO THE CULT OF PERSONALITY FOSTERED BY PROMOTING AN INDIVIDUAL SUCH AS OSAMA BIN LADEN. IT WILL CERTAINLY BEGIN TO AGITATE AL QAEDA IF WESTERNERS DO NOT GRANT THEM THE LEGITIMACY OF USING THEIR PREFERRED CHOICE OF NAME. IT IS A SMALL STEP IN EXPLOITING THE PSYCHOLOGICAL WEAKNESSES, WHICH SHOULD BE A FOCUS OF A JOINT WESTERN STRATEGY.

4. EXPLOITATION OF AL QAEDA'S FORCE. AL QAEDA LACKS THE CONVENTIONAL MATERIALS, RESOURCES AND TECHNOLOGY WE EXPECT AND SEEK TO EXPLOIT. THEIR FORCE MAY BE WIDELY DISPERSED, WELL DISGUISED AND CAPABLE OF DELIVERING BLOWS OUT OF ALL PROPORTION TO ITS SIZE. HOWEVER, NOT TO LOSE SIGHT OF WHERE THE ANSWERS LIE AND FOR ALL ITS DIFFERENCES, AL QAEDA'S FORCES CANNOT ESCAPE BEING THE SAME AS ALL MILITARY FORCES IN TWO RECOGNIZABLE WAYS: THEY ARE HUMAN AND THEY MAKE MISTAKES. THERE HAVE MADE AT LEAST THREE RECOGNIZABLE AND SIGNIFICANT MISTAKES SO FAR.

A. FIRST, MEMBERS OF AL QAEDA IN AFGHANISTAN ARE UNABLE TO AVOID GATHERING IN SUFFICIENT NUMBERS TO PRESENT A TARGET THAT IS RECOGNIZABLE AND WITH hk OF OUR TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANTAGES. EXTENSIVE HUMAN RESOURCES ARE REQUIRED ON THE GROUND TO IMPROVE TARGET ACQUISITION AND MAXIMIZE THE IMPACT OF A STRIKE. THIS FAVORS DEPLOYMENT OF SUITABLE SPECIAL FORCES (SF), PREFERABLY AS THE INTERFACE WITH LOCAL RESISTANCE FORCES, TAKING INTO ACCOUNT THAT DEAD OR CAPTURED SF IN AL QAEDA HANDS REPRESENTS A DISPROPORTIONAL ADVANTAGE OVER WESTERN LOSS. IN THE CASE OF AL QAEDA THEIR HUMAN ARMOR CRACKS BEING EXPLOITED AS PART OF A JOINT MARITIME STRATEGY TO ERODE AND DISMANTLE THEM, PROPERLY APPLIED IT COULD MAKE THEIR LIFE IN AFGHANISTAN UNTENABLE.

B. SECOND, THE STRENGTH OF THE ENEMY IS NOT IN THE MATERIAL RESOURCES BUT IN ITS HUMAN RESOURCES. TO ENGAGE AL QAEDA, THE WEST MUST LOOK FOR DEFECTS IN AL QAEDA'S HUMAN ARMOR. THIS HUMAN ARMOR DISPLAYS PRONOUNCED HUMAN WEAKNESSES. THE CHIEF CRACK STEMS FROM THE VERY SAME LIMITED IDEOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE IT DEPENDS ON IN ORDER TO PRODUCE THE FOOT SOLDIERS IT NEEDS. AS A RESULT, ON BOTH A COLLECTIVE AND INDIVIDUAL BASIS, AL QAEDA REGARDS ITSELF AN ELITE FORCE SUPERIOR TO OTHERS. THE EXPLOITABLE WEAKNESS IS AL QAEDA'S INABILITY TO INTEGRATE SUFFICIENTLY WITH THE HOST POPULATION. DESPITE THE RISK OF ATTENTION AND THE RISKS CREATED FOR A COLLECTIVE MISSION, SOME MEMBERS ARE INCAPABLE OF CONCEALING THEIR SENSE OF ELITE SUPERIORITY. IN THIS NEW WAR, WHICH MUST LARGELY TARGET HUMAN RATHER THAN MATERIAL RESOURCES, THE EGO OF THE INDIVIDUAL CAN BE EXPLOITED.

C. THIRD, RATHER THAN DISCREET INTEGRATION AND
SUBVERSION FROM WITHIN, AL QAEDA HAVE LARGELY ALLOWED THEMSELVES TO DEFEND THEIR OWN DIFFERENCES WITH THEIR AFGHAN HOSTS. THIS IS A SERIOUS FLAW IN THEIR STRATEGY OF EXPANSION. INITIALLY, AL QAEDA'S PROSPERITY AND GROWTH WERE GAINED THROUGH THE ABUSE OF THE AFGHAN TRADITION OF MELMASTIA, HOSPITALITY. LATER, WITH SUFFICIENT GROWTH, IT RELIED MORE ON CONTROLLING ITS HOST. IN A LAST PHASE IT WILL CONSUME THE HOST AND REPLACE IT, A MOVE BEST MASKED BY A LARGE ISLAMIC BANNER.

B. BY FAILING TO FULLY INTEGRATE WITH TALIBAN FORCES

AL QAEDA EXTERNANATE BOTH THEIR ALIEN OUTLOOK AND ETHNICITY. AFGHANS HAVE SERIOUS PROBLEMS IN DEALING WITH THE DOMESTIC DIVERSITY OF AFGHAN ETHNICITY. THE AL QAEDA REMAIN RATHER LIKE AN INTERNATIONAL BRIGADE, ONE DIFFERENT IN LANGUAGE, HABIT AND INTERPRETATION OF ISLAM (ALTHOUGH BOTH ARE ACTUALLY SUNNI). BY RUNNING THEIR OWN CAMPS AND OPERATIONAL LUMPS TOGETHER IN THE 055 BRIGADE, AL QAEDA MEMBERS SET THEMSELVES APART. THIS POTENTIAL FOR EXPLOITATION SHOULD NOT BE IGNORED BY WESTERN MILITARY PLANNERS. THE PRIME TARGET MOST SUITED AND DESERVING OF THE CONVENTIONAL FORCE THAT THE ALLIES CAN BRING TO BEAR CAN BE EFFECTIVELY ISOLATED. SUPPORT ON THE GROUND BY THE RIGHT MIX OF ALLIED SF AND LOCAL RESISTANCE WOULD ENABLE THE CREATION OF THE IDEAL WEAPON WITH WHICH TO STRIKE AN OTHERWISE PROBLEMATIC ENEMY, WHICH MIGHT NORMALLY BE BOTH WIREDLY DISPERSED AND EFFECTIVELY CONCEALED IN A HOST CIVILIAN POPULATION.

5. BIN LADEN'S AL QAEDA NETWORK WAS ABLE TO EXPAND UNDER THE SAFE SANCTUARY EXTENDED BY TALIBAN FOLLOWING PAKISTAN DIRECTIVES. IF THERE IS ANY DOUBT ON THAT ISSUE, CONSIDER THE LOCATION OF BIN LADEN'S CAMPS TARGETED BY US CRUISE MISSILES, ZAHAWA (CNA). POSITIONED ON THE BORDER BETWEEN AFGHANISTAN AND PAKISTAN IT WAS BUILT BY PAKISTAN CONTRACTORS FUNDED BY THE PAKISTAN INTER-SERVICES INTELLIGENCE DIRECTORATE (ISI), AND PROTECTED UNDER THE PATRONAGE OF A LOCAL AND INFLUENTIAL JADAB TRIBAL LEADER, JALALUDDIN ((HAFQANTI)). HOWEVER, THE REAL HOST IN THAT FACILITY WAS THE PAKISTAN ISI. IF THIS WAS LATER TO BECOME BIN LADEN'S BASE, THEN SERIOUS QUESTIONS ARE RAISED BY THE EARLY RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN BIN LADEN AND PAKISTAN'S ISI.


7. THERE ARE CRACKS BETWEEN TALIBAN AND ORDINARY AFGHANS. IF PROOF IS NEEDED, THEN LOOK CLOSELY AT THE UPRISING IN THE KHOST REGION IN JANUARY 2000. AN UPRISING THERE WAS NOTeworthy BECAUSE IT WAS THE SAME OF JALALUDDIN ((HAFQANTI)). THE JADAB TRIBAL LEADER MOST EXPLOITED BY ISI DURING THE SOVIET-AFGHAN WAR TO FACILITATE THE INTRODUCTION OF ARAB EXTREMISTS. THE TALIBAN BEGAN
DOCILE: EXTREMISM GREW AS THEIR CONFIANCE GREW.
A. (C/)
  IF THE PUSHTO TRIBES AROUND KHOST WERE PROVOKED TO UPRISING THEY MUST HAVE BEEN VERY 'UPSET'. IT IS RUMOURED THAT JALALUDIN ((HAQI)) WAS INCREASINGLY UNHAPPY WITH TALIBAN. IT IS POSSIBLE THAT AL QAEDA BEGAN TO TREAT THAT PART OF PAKISTAN AS THEIR OWN. AL QAEDA APPARENTLY HAVE CAMPS NEXT TO FEWIR HOTEL ((CNA), WHICH IS NARROW LAND, AND ANOTHER IN TUNE.

(b)(2)

A FORMER AFGHAN ARMY BASE IN JADGBAN LAND. IT IS ALSO LIKELY THAT TALIBAN WAS IMPOSING ALIEN ATTITUDES INSENSITIVE TO LOCAL FEELINGS. WHATEVER THE CAUSE, UPRISINGS TOOK PLACE, AND THIS IS A SURE INDICATION OF CRACKS BETWEEN TALIBAN AND ORDINARY AFGHANS.
B. (C/)
  THERE WAS ALSO AN UPRISING IN NIMRAH PROVINCE IN SOUTH-EASTERN AFGHANISTAN AND ANOTHER WAS REPORTED TO HAVE BEEN NARROWLY AVEKED IN JALALABAD ((HAQI)). JALALABAD THE PRIME STOMPING GROUND OF ABDUL ((HAQI)). HAQI'S BROTHER, ABDUL ((HAQI)), CONTINUES TO RESIST THE TALIBAN IN KUNDAR.

(b)(2)

A. (C/)
B. (C/)
C. (C/)
IN AFGHAN TERMS JUST UP THE ROAD.

(b)(2)

A. IF THERE IS ONE THING AN AFGHAN CAN NOT BEAR ANOTHER AFGHAN TELLING HIM WHAT TO DO. EVEN WORSE IS A FOREIGNER ATTEMPTING TO TELL HIM WHAT TO DO. IN ATTITUDE, THE FUNDAMENTALIST AQAB AL QAEDA MEMBER WILL TREAT HIS AFGHAN HOST IN DIFFERENT WAYS. SOMETIMES AUTHORITY WITH DEMURE RESPECT (AT LEAST ABOVE THE WATER LINE), OR A PATRONIZING PATRERNALISM BASED ON HIS SELF-ASSERTED CIVILIZATION THAT HE IS THE BETTER MAN. (NOT LEAST BECAUSE THE AVERAGE AFGHAN PEASANT REPLAYS TO SUPERIOORITY EXHIBITED BY AL QAEDA OVER THEIR HOSTS WILL BE LAYERED. FIRST, TOLERANCE BASED ON THE AFGHAN TRADITION OF MELANZIA, HOSPITALITY. SECOND, RESPECT FOR THEIR SUPERIOR EDUCATION (TO SPEAK ARABIC IS REGARDED AS SCHOLARLY). THIRD, IF IMPOSED UPON TOO MUCH, A SLOW BUT GROWING RESENTMENT AT THE FOREIGNER LOOKING IT OVER HIM.

(b)(2)

A. (C/)
B. (C/)
C. (C/)
D. (C/)
EVENTUALLY TALIBAN AND AL QAEDA WILL WAR WITH EACH OTHER. THE FEAR MUST BE THAT AL QAEDA WILL HAVE BECOME FULLY FORMED, IN SIZE, STRENGTH AND CAPABILITIES WHICH WILL ENABLE THEM TO CONSUME THEIR HOST (ALTHOUGH THEY MIGHT CONTINUE TO USE THE HANDY TALIBAN CLOTH WOVEN BY PAKISTAN TO SHRED THEIR PROGRESS). POTENTIAL ALLIED RESPONSES. THE TERRAIN, THE CLIMATE, THE PEOPLE, AND THE PROBLEM STRONGLY ARGUE IN FAVOR OF A SLOW, COST EFFECTIVE MILITARY ENGAGEMENT THAN THE MASS DEPLOYMENT OF GROUND FORCES. THE ENEMY DOES NOT HAVE MASS, WHICH MAKES THEM HARDER TO ENGAGE.
A. **Non-indigenous to the Region:** However, al Qaeda is not indigenous to the region and it lacks the essential popular support of the local population. Reacquired for any hope of winning an extended war, the danger, even the trap, resides in the nature of the enemy. As a non-indigenous force, al Qaeda may leave a hard-core dedicated cadre to fight, while the more important parts simply relocate to another country (possibly Chechnya). The Islamic fundamentalist movements would also gain more propaganda value out of any allied mass deployment. If the ground deployment involves mass and duration, there is a strong probability that the ground troops will become the targets of another conflict, even after al Qaeda are eradicated.

B. **Ruling Out Mass Ground Deployment:** The only serious options must be a stand-off air reprisal. This offers some immediate material and propaganda gain, but only if the right targets are struck with the right result. Targets located in or close to cities should be ignored regardless of the desirability that they might offer. The odds are what is thought to be in them has already been moved. Additionally, collateral damage to all neighboring areas already sustained in the war will be blamed on the air strikes. Air strikes will also involve an inevitable proportion of civilian casualties, probably disproportional to the size of the target. Strikes at these locations will not only sell al Qaeda, Taliban, and the wider Afghan population, as they do not exist in any other area.

C. **Ideal Air Targets:** Ideal air targets are those well away from any large cities, such as Kabul, Kandahar, Jalalabad, Herat, Mazir-i-Sharif. Massive, near total destruction caused by previous conflicts would be effectively blamed on allied action. Instead they should be those targets as close to the front line with opposition forces as possible. Ideally limited to OSF and any other al Qaeda resources.

D. **Air Reprisal:** Air reprisal with limited SF ground deployment is the best option. Ground deployment enables an immediate and serious appreciation of the terrain, will reinforce the error of mass ground deployment, and improve the accuracy of the air strikes. As a first step, the only seriously tenable option is deployment within opposition held terrain. Once local resistance is established, the engagement can have wider focus than al Qaeda. These steps would increase the effectiveness of a SF led operations and receive local support.

E. **Stand Alone SF Ground Deployment:** Single raid options might be attractive for speed up results to satisfy domestic demands. But, without a lot more local knowledge, they run serious risks disproportional to the short term gains. SF deployment would also, by virtue of the terrain, ideally involve significant air mobility. Without air mobility, range and capability are seriously diminished while risk is seriously increased.

11. **Geographic Notes:** Taliban ground forces (discounting OSF Brigade with al Qaeda) left to their own devices are neither very good nor very committed. Given the small scale of Taliban air capability, allied air power could be used to remove
THE TALIBAN AIR MOBILITY AND STRIKE CAPABILITY. HOWEVER, UNLESS THAT ARMPOSES A SERIOUS DIRECT THREAT TO ANY ALLIED SF DEPLOYMENT IT SHOULD NOT FORM PART OF THE FIRST LIST OF AIR STRIKE TARGETS. TALIBAN AIRCRAFT ON THE GROUND SHOULD BE LEFT INTACT WHILE AN EFFECTIVE NO-FLY ZONE IS DECLARED AND ENFORCED. THIS WOULD SERVE TO REINFORCE TO THE LOCAL TALIBAN THE PERCEPTION THAT AL QAEDA IS THE TARGET AND NOT THE TALIBAN. SIMULTANEOUSLY, THIS ACTION PROVIDES HOPE THAT IF THE TALIBAN ADOPT A NON-INTERFERENCE POLICY OVER STRIKES TARGETING AL QAEDA, THEY MIGHT BE LEFT UNNOSTLED. TARGETING AL QAEDA WOULD ISOLATE THEM AND EMPHASIS THE DISTINCTION MADE BY WESTERN MILITARIES OVER AFGHAN AND NON-AFGHAN FORCES INSIDE THE COUNTRY. THAT DISTINCTION IS NOT ONE THAT WOULD BE LOST ON THE AFGHANS. ALLOWING TALIBAN A HOPE OF ULTIMATE SURVIVAL MIGHT ALSO REDUCE THEIR SUPPORT, IF NOT THEIR RHETORIC, FOR AL QAEDA.

12. THE ONLY EFFECTIVE DEFENSE TALIBAN CAN OFFER TO AIR STRIKE LIES IN WHAT STINGER MISSILES THEY MAY STILL HAVE STOCKPILED. IT SHOULD BE ASSUMED THAT AT LEAST SOME STINGERS ARE IN AL QAEDA HANDS CLOSE TO OSAMA BIN LADEN. THE REST WILL LARGE BE STOCKPILED NEAR MAJOR CITIES AND AIRPORTS. ANOTHER REASON FOR LEAVING SUCH SITES WELL ALONE, AT LEAST IN THE SHORT TERM.

13. AL QAEDA AND AIR RESISTANCE. ANY FAILURE OF SUPPORT FROM TALIBAN WILL INCREASE AL QAEDA PARANOIA AND MAY EVENTUALLY RESULT IN THE TALIBAN PREMATURELY TURNING ON THEIR HOSTS. THE TALIBAN WOULD INDIRECTLY AND UNINTENTIONALLY BE FORCED TO BECOME PART OF THE ALLIED EFFORT IN ERADICATING AL QAEDA OR AT LEAST MAKING ITS CONTINUED PRESENCE IN AFGHANISTAN UNDESIRABLE.

14. TO ENSURE THE LONG TERM EXTINCTION OF AL QAEDA IN AFGHANISTAN, THE TALIBAN MUST, AS A SECONDARY MEASURE, BE SUCCESSFULLY MODERATED OR REMOVED FROM OFFICE. SHOULD THE TALIBAN BE FORCED TO DEFEND THEMSELVES AGAINST A DISAFFECTED AL QAEDA IT WOULD PRODUCE THE SPIN-OFF BENEFIT OF ALSO MATERIALLY HENCING THE TALIBAN. WHAT SHOULD FOLLOW IS THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A MORE STABLE COALITION AFGHAN GOVERNMENT FREE OF THE TALIBAN AND PAKISTANI INTERFERENCE.